
Drama Knowledge Organiser: Year 8    
Anne Frank Blood Brothers 

• Brecht: Breaking the fourth wall, placards, alienation of the audience. 
• Role play – using effective role play techniques to bring the historical story of 

Anne Frank to life 
• Introduction to using voice and body percussion to create a soundscape which 

adds atmosphere and tension to key performances 
• Montage – linking a series of still –images together with movement transitions to 

tell a key moment story.  
• Marking the moment strategies – narration, thought in the head, slow motion 

• Ability to identify key features of a play – stage directions, key dialogue and 
technical theatre instructions 

• Historical context – class divide in inner city Liverpool and the societal 
challenges of the time 

• Colloquial language which gives clear indication of being a Liverpool based 
play 

• The importance of characterisation skills and using them to create the key 
themes of friendship, relationships, social class, financial struggle and death 
to an audience 

Titanic History of Theatre 
• Introduction to using monologues (when one character delivers a speech to an 

audience on their own) as an effective performance technique 
• Building on our prior knowledge of class divide in Blood Brothers by introducing 

the middle class as a key concept. 
• Using voice, movement and technical theatre for transitions to highlight the many 

lives lost and the devastation this tragedy had in our history 
• The power of flashback and using it as a device to provide unknown information to 

the audience and a deeper understanding of a characters journey 
• Using marking the moment strategies of narration and thought in the head to 

provide wider context of each characters journey during this dramatic voyage. 

• Greek theatre – the origin of all theatre. Amphitheatre, Greek chorus and key 
costume elements such as masks. 

• Medieval Theatre – Exploring the play “Everyman” to develop the 
understanding of personifying emotions as human characters. This was the 
beginning of theatre being used as a story telling device, particularly religious 
stories where language (Latin) was a challenge in English speaking 
communities 

• Shakespeare – Understanding language used during this time, modernising 
Shakespearean plays to enhance understanding of key plots and being 
introduced to physical theatre to create set and location with our bodies 

• Modern Theatre – Tragicomedy, exploring the play waiting for Godot through 
dramatic pause and comic timing. Can we spot similarities from theatre of the 
past which influences theatre of today! 

Theatre in Education Physical Theatre 
• Ways in which theatre can be used as a catalyst for change – primary schools, 

secondary schools, prisons, hospitals and places of employment 
• Importance of using key messages as a central basis for creating theatre 
• Experimenting with key characters to create instant emotional responses to your 

character from the audience 
• Boal – Audience stopping the drama, breaking the fourth wall and changing the 

drama based on the response of your audience 
• Multirolling – One actor playing more than one character. 

• Body as prop – using your body to create key objects such as chairs, tables  

• Frantic Assembly – Round by through, counter balance, trust fall and lifts 

• Using physical theatre techniques to tell a story with no furniture or objects 

• Adding alternative use of voice to enhance a physical theatre performance 

• Understanding the impact of using the combination of voice and movement to 
communicate powerful movement 

• Focus on repetition, pace, and over the top movements to highlight moments 
of importance. 

Key Words Next Steps - Progress 

Brecht            Narration     Thought in the Head     Role Play     Voice     Placards   
                                                                                              
Movement    Flashback        Body Language            Characterisation     Transition 
 
Facial               Mime &            Frantic                          Stage                           Boal 
Expressions   Movement                                               Directions                  

 

 
With a solid understanding of practitioners and more advanced performance 

techniques, get ready to explore how these skills can be applied to a GCSE Drama 
course. 

Research the following skills: devising, studying a play and a live theatre review 

 



 


